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HCA-265ES-HD
Long Reach Articulating Hedge Cutter
Long-reach articulating hedgecutter with an overall reach of 2446mm, 
making it suitable for trimming tall and wide hedges. Features a 
heavy duty gear case with needle bearings caged in the cutting head, 
providing added durability and less downtime

TIP GUARD

THROTTLE 
HANDLE WITH 
RUBBER GRIP         

LIGHTWEIGHT GEAR CASE WITH 
INCREASED DURABILITY  

25.4cc  
PROFESSIONAL GRADE 

2 STROKE ENGINE

CAGED NEEDLE 
BEARINGS FOR 
MORE DURABILITY

FASTER CUTTER 
SPEED STROKE 
RATE 4696 (1/min) 

EASILY ADJUSTABLE 
BLADE ANGLE

WIDER  PITCH BLUNT 
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 CATEGORY

 Articulating Hedge Cutter

 APPLICATION

 Tall and wide hedges

 TARGET CUSTOMER

 Homeowner

 Commercial operator

 Prosumer

 Local authority

HCA-265ES-HD  
PROFILE

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a  

two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the 
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals, 

and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind  
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)

Displacement Dry  
weight Output Fuel Tank 

Capacity Cutter type Cutting Length Cutter Pitch Cutter Clearance

25.4cc 6.7kg 0.89kW 0.50 litres Double 536mm 35 Adjustable

FEATURES BENEFITS

Heavy duty magnesium gear case  Caged needle bearings provide added durability

2446mm overall length  Trim tall or wide hedges with no need for a platform or ladder

180º blade storage position  Easy to transport and store

One-handed adjusting of rotating 
cutting head

 Nine cutting angle presets through 135º for maximum 
versatility

 Faster trimming with less downtime for repositioning

Laser cut, precision  
ground nickel-plated blades

 Long lasting sharpness

 35mm blade pitch for tackling a variety of different hedges

Smaller bolt pitch  A wider bolt pitch can result in a gap between the blades when 
striking wire or a thick hedge

ES Easy Start system  Minimum effort required to start the machine and faster 
starting

Heavy duty engine  Reduced wear means increased durability and extended 
engine life

Commercial-grade felt air filter  For improved filtration

Tool-less air filter cover  For easy air filter access, even when wearing gloves

Shaft grip handle  For better manoeuvrability and control

Stage 2 low emissions compliant  Reduced exhaust emissions


